The following notification is being circulated in accordance with Article 10.4.

1. **Party to Agreement notifying:** FINLAND

2. **Agency responsible:** Telecommunications Administration Centre

3. **Notified under Article 2.5.2 [X], 2.6.1 [], 7.3.2 [], 7.4.1 [], other:**

4. **Products covered (HS or CCCN where applicable, otherwise national tariff heading):**
   - Radio equipment

5. **Title and number of pages of the notified document:** Regulation Issued by the Telecommunications Administration Centre on Type Approval Requirements for Certain Radio Equipment, THK 11C/93M (available in Finnish, 9 pages and English, 8 pages)

6. **Description of content:** This new regulation contains a number of up-dating amendments to its earlier version THK 11B/91M. In standard references the new standards 1-ETS 300 131 (air interface for CT2 cordless telephones) and (SFS-)ETS 300- 086:1991 (radiotechnical characteristics for Autonet trunked radio system) have been taken into account. The transition periods for the entering into force of these standards follow the principles defined in the CEPT Rec. T/R 01-05.

   Also the latest amendments to the NMT mobile station specifications have been included in document references. As a new equipment, category requirements for OmniTRACS terminals to EUTELTRACS system have been added, based on an earlier regulation THK 15B/92M which exempted these terminals from individual licences.

   The requirements for remote control and telemetry application within 230...231 MHz and 868.15...868.65 MHz have been modified to take into account the non-existence of channel planning within these bands.

7. **Objective and rationale:** Attenuation of radio interference and compatibility of some equipment groups with the common telenetwork.

8. **Relevant documents:**

9. **Proposed date of adoption and entry into force:** Entry into force: 15 August 1993

10. **Final date for comments:** 30 July 1993. The document will be issued as a regulation of the Telecommunications Administration Centre.

11. **Texts available from:** National enquiry point [X] or address of other body:

93-0737